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Abstract—Clay particle aggregation affects a number of environmental processes, such as contaminant sorption/desorption, particle movement/deposition, and sediment structure and stability, yet factors that control clay aggregation are not well understood. This study was designed to investigate how microbial reduction of Fe(III) in clay structure, a common process in soils and sediments, affects clay-particle aggregation. Microbial Fe(III) reduction experiments were conducted with Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 in bicarbonate buffer with structural Fe (III) in nontronite as the sole electron acceptor, lactate as the sole electron donor, and AQDS as an electron shuttle. Four size fractions of nontronite (Ds of 0.12–0.22 μm, 0.41–0.69 μm, 0.73–0.96 μm and 1.42–1.78 μm) were used to evaluate size-dependent aggregation kinetics. The extent of Fe(III) bio-reduction and the amount of exopolysaccharide (EPS), a major biopolymer secreted by CN32 cells during Fe(III) bio-reduction, were measured with chemical methods.
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Abstract—Clay particle aggregation affects a number of environmental processes, such as contaminant sorption/desorption, particle movement/deposition, and sediment structure and stability, yet factors that control clay aggregation are not well understood. This study was designed to investigate how microbial reduction of Fe(III) in clay structure, a common process in soils and sediments, affects clay-particle aggregation. Microbial Fe(III) reduction experiments were conducted with Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 in bicarbonate buffer with structural Fe (III) in nontronite as the sole electron acceptor, lactate as the sole electron donor, and AQDS as an electron shuttle. Four size fractions of nontronite (D50, D95 of 0.12–0.22 \( \mu \)m, 0.41–0.69 \( \mu \)m, 0.73–0.96 \( \mu \)m and 1.42–1.78 \( \mu \)m) were used to evaluate size-dependent aggregation kinetics. The extent of Fe(III) bioreduction and the amount of exopolysaccharide (EPS), a major biopolymer secreted by CN32 cells during Fe(III) bioreduction, were measured with chemical methods. Nontronite particle aggregation was determined by photon correlation spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy. The maximum extent of Fe(III) bioreduction reached 36% and 24% for the smallest and the largest size fractions, respectively. Within the same time duration, the effective diameter, measured at 95% percentile (D95), increased by a factor of 43.7 and 7.7 for these two fractions, respectively. Because there was production of EPS by CN32 cells during Fe(III) reduction, it was difficult to assess the relative role of Fe(III) bioreduction and EPS bridging in particle aggregation. Thus, additional experiments were performed. Reduction of Fe(III) by dithionite was designed to examine the effect of Fe(III) reduction, and pure EPS isolated from CN32 cells was used to examine the effect of EPS. The data showed that both Fe(III) reduction and EPS were important in promoting clay mineral aggregation. In natural environments, the relative importance of these two factors may be dependent on local conditions. These results have important implications for understanding factors in controlling clay particle aggregation in natural environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Aggregation of suspended particles exerts an important influence on contaminant sorption/desorption (Pignatello et al., 1996; Dachs and Bayona, 1997), particle movement/deposition (O’Melia et al., 1980), vertical transfer of particles (Hill, 1996), and sediment structure and stability (Theilen and Pecher, 1991). Previously, particle concentration, solution chemistry (ionic strength), type and conformational nature of the surface polymers (in polymer bridging), and surface charge/Fe(III) reduction were considered as major factors that control particle aggregation (Oness and Clapp, 1975; Theng, 1979; Chenu et al., 1979; Kim et al., 2005). Among these factors, the importance of polymer bridging in promoting particle aggregation has long been recognized (Healy and la Mer, 1964; Hogg, 1984; Moudgil et al., 1987; Elimelech et al., 1995). The long-chain polymers may attach to particles and bridge them to form aggregates, even though the particles are electrostatically repulsive (Elimelech et al., 1995). Natural and synthetic polymers have been used extensively to understand their roles in inter-particle bridging and resulting flocculation in ore-processing industries (Fuller et al., 1995; Yuehena et al., 2004), wastewater treatments (Bura et al., 1998; Liao et al., 2001; Walker and Bob, 2001; Droppo and Irvine, 2002), marine sediments dynamics (Tolhurst et al., 2002; Octon and Kinke, 2001; Hill et al. 2001), and soil amendments (de Boodt, 1990). These studies focused primarily on sorption and conformation of externally added model polymers to achieve desired properties (such as aggregation, dispersion) without any structural changes in sorbent properties.

Clays and clay minerals are major components in soils, sedimentary rocks and pelagic oozes blanketing the ocean basins (Moore and Reynolds, 1997). They play an important role in environmental processes such as nutrient cycling, plant growth, contaminant migration, organic matter maturation, and petroleum production (Stucki et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2004; Stucki, 2006). The changes in the oxidation state of the structural Fe in clay minerals, in part, control the mobility and stability of
clay minerals in natural environments (Stucki et al., 2002). The structural ferric iron [Fe(III)] can be reduced either chemically or biologically (Gates et al., 1993; 1998; Kostka et al., 1996, 1999a, 1999b; Dong et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2004; Jaisi et al., 2005; Stucki, 2006). Recently, it has been found that biological Fe(III) reduction can promote clay particle flocculation (Gates et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2005). However, little attention has been given to the effects of biopolymers secreted by cells during Fe(III) bioreduction on clay particle aggregation. The relative importance of Fe(III) reduction and biopolymer production in clay particle aggregation has not yet been investigated.

The objective of this research was, therefore, to determine how Fe(III) bioreduction and biopolymer production promote clay particle aggregation. We quantified the extent of Fe(III) bioreduction and production of exopolysaccharide (EPS) by Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 cells during reduction of Fe(III) in nontronite. We measured changes in aggregation rate for the various sizes of nontronite particles over the course of Fe(III) bioreduction to investigate size-dependent aggregation kinetics. In this paper, we used a generic term 'aggregation' broadly to include all processes that lead to increase in particle dimension without identifying underlying mechanisms (such as coagulation, flocculation, agglutination, etc.). The results of this study have important implications for understanding clay-particle aggregation kinetics as a result of Fe(III) reduction and biopolymer bridging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mineral and bacteria preparation

Nontronite from Uley graphite mine, South Australia (The Clay Minerals Society Reference Clay NAU-2) (Keeling et al., 2000) was chosen in this study, because it had a large Fe(III) content and a significant amount of it could be reduced by bacteria (Jaisi et al., 2005). Thus, the effect of Fe(III) reduction on particle aggregation could be readily observed. The NAU-2 sample was pure without any other Fe-bearing minerals and it contained 23.4% total Fe in its structure with almost all (99.8%) Fe as Fe(III) (Keeling et al., 2000; Jaisi et al., 2005).

Nontronite samples were first thoroughly soaked and then briefly sonificated in an ultrasonic water bath. To minimize any external stress, the soaked sample was stirred slightly and the resulting suspension was centrifuged to obtain different size fractions. Four size fractions (D₅₀-D₃₀ of 0.12–0.22, 0.41–0.69, 0.73–0.96 and 1.42–1.78 μm; where D₅₀ was the particle size at x percentile) were used for aggregation experiments. The size distribution in each fraction was measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image analysis. The BET surface area of these size fractions was measured using a Coulter SA3100.

Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 was originally isolated from a subsurface core sample (250 m beneath the surface) obtained from the Morrison Formation, a formation mined extensively for U, during drilling of a shale-sandstone sequence in northwestern New Mexico (Fredrickson et al., 1998). CN32 was routinely cultured aerobically in tryptic soy broth (30 g/L) from the stock culture, which was kept in 40% glycerol at -80°C. After harvesting in TSB until mid- to late-log phase, CN32 cells were washed three times in bicarbonate buffer. The initial cell density of all cultures was measured by both acridine orange direct count (AODC) and viable cell count.

Bacterial Fe(III) reduction experiments

Fe(III) bioreduction experiments were performed in bicarbonate buffer (25 mM) with Fe(III) in nontronite as the sole electron acceptor, lactate (10 mM) as the sole electron donor, and CN32 cells as a mediator in the presence of AQDS (0.1 mM) as an electron shuttle. The concentration of nontronite was fixed at 1 mg/mL, and cell density at ∼2.1 x 10⁷/mL. The experiments were performed with and without Na pyrophosphate as a dispersant (25 mM) with shaking in a water bath at 60 rpm and 25°C. A concentration of Na pyrophosphate at 25 mM was found to be optimal to disperse individual clay particles without interfering with microbial bioreduction. Typically, duplicate experiments were prepared for each treatment. The extent of Fe(III) reduction was measured by Ferrozine assay (Stookey, 1970). The details of the experimental set up and measurements have been described previously (Jaisi et al., 2005). The bioreduction experiments were typically run for 2 weeks. Some select bioreduction experiments were run shorter (in the range of 56 to 90 h) without shaking for the purpose of comparing two methods of particle-size measurements, i.e. PCS and SEM. The control tubes consisted of sterile bicarbonate buffer in place of CN32 cells.

Measurement of exopolysaccharide (EPS)

To study the effects of EPS on particle aggregation, EPS was extracted at selected times during Fe(III) bioreduction using the method by Tallon et al. (2003). Briefly, 3 mL of bacteria-clay suspension were centrifuged at 15,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The resulting pellet was washed with 3 mL of sterile 1 M NaCl solution followed by centrifugation at 15,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. The viscous pellet was resuspended in 3 mL of 50 mM EDTA. The mixture was incubated for 4 h at 4°C with frequent gentle agitation and then centrifuged at 6000 g for 30 min at 4°C. The EPS was precipitated from the supernatant liquid by addition of two volumes of cold ethanol followed by an overnight incubation at 4°C. The carbohydrate and protein fractions, the two major components of EPS, were quantified. The carbohydrate fraction was quantified according to the
standard phenol/sulfuric acid method (Dubois et al., 1956) and the protein fraction by the Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976). Glucose and protein (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri) were used as standards in the quantification procedure. The protein and carbohydrate standards were prepared in the same matrix (nontronite at 1 mg/mL).

**Particle-size measurement by photon correlation spectroscopy**

Nontronite particle aggregation during Fe(III) bioreduction was determined by PCS using a 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, New York). The random intensity fluctuations in scattered laser light arising from the Brownian motion of nontronite particles were analyzed to give complete size distribution. One sample tube was sacrificed for each measurement from a set of identically treated experimental tubes.

**Particle-size measurement by SEM image analysis**

The PCS measurement was limited to particles ≈2 μm in dilute clay suspension. Because particle size and concentration in some of our experiments exceeded the PCS limits, SEM image analysis was utilized instead. Initially, several trial experiments were performed to identify the optimum particle concentration. To prepare samples for SEM observation, a droplet of cell-clay mineral suspension was spread onto an ethanol-cleaned glass cover slip that was pre-treated with poly-E-lysine as an adhesive. Scanning electron microscopy images of air-dried nontronite particles were collected using a Zeiss Supra 35 VP SEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 10–15 kV and a working distance of 8–15 mm. Multiple images were taken from each sample over the course of the bioreduction experiment. At least 1500 particles were analyzed for each time point using the Image J software (NIH) to determine particle-size distribution. The particle outline was traced and the surface area of each outlined particle was calculated. Image artifacts (if any) resulting from particle overlapping or uneven brightness/contrast were excluded manually. The accuracy of the method was periodically checked using images of known surface area that were stored internally within the software. The particle size of the stored images could be calculated with the surface area approach described above and measured manually. The results obtained were consistent with the expected values, showing that the Image J software successfully measured the surface area of nontronite particles. The measured surface area of each particle was then converted to the effective diameter of a sphere. Although the shape of the original nontronite particles in unreduced samples was not spherical, aggregates appeared to be largely spherical or equidimensional. Nevertheless, it was only an approximation.

**Measurement of electrophoretic mobility**

Because bulk surface charge affects the rate of clay particle aggregation (Theng, 1979), electrophoretic mobility (EPM) was thus measured over the course of the Fe(III) bioreduction using Doppler electrophoretic light scattering analysis (DELSA) (Coulter DELSA 440 SX, Coulter Corporation, Miami, Florida). It utilizes a laser light, four photodiodes and four 256-channel auto-correlators to discriminate between particles from four optimized angles. This instrument is capable of discriminating electrophoretic heterogeneity and diffusion heterogeneity. All results were expressed in EPM, without converting it to zeta potential. This conversion, which employs the Smoluchowski approximation (double layer thickness is small compared to colloidal diameter; Hunter, 1981), may not be valid for growing clay particles. The experimental details of measurements are described elsewhere (Xu, 1993; Dong, 2002).

Biorreduced nontronite samples for the EPM measurement were prepared inside an anaerobic glove box (Coy Laboratory Products, Grass Lake, Michigan). After the sample cell was filled with clay suspension, it was sealed with Seal View™ to prevent reoxidation of nontronite suspension during measurement. For coarse particles, which may undergo settling during measurement, EPM was measured at both the upper and lower stationary layers. Each reported mobility value represented an average of at least four measurements. The experimental conditions were as follows: temperature: 25°C, frequency range: 500 Hz, electric field strength: 6 V, on-time: 2.5 s, and off-time 0.5 s. Typical temperature drifts within a single experiment were <0.1°C so the effects of convection arising from Joule heating were minimized. The conductivity of nontronite suspensions was also measured to determine any changes in ionic strength of cell-clay suspension as a result of bioreduction.

**Nontronite particle aggregation as a result of chemical reduction**

To separate the effects of Fe(III) reduction and EPS bridging on nontronite particle aggregation, separate experiments were performed using nontronite reduced chemically by Na dithionite (Stucki et al., 1984). The objective here was to reduce Fe(III) in nontronite to varying extents (i.e. 18%, 38%, 49%, 64% and 98%) so that particle aggregation could be correlated with the extent of Fe(III) reduction. To achieve a specific extent of Fe(III) reduction, a stoichiometric amount of Na dithionite was added to each sample tube containing 5 mg/mL clay suspension. After 24 h of reduction, the extent of Fe(III) reduction was measured by the Ferrozine method (Stookey, 1970). Our separate experiments showed that Fe(III) reduction in nontronite by Na dithionite reached completion within a few hours. The reduced nontronite was separated from the dithionite solution by centrifugation and then washed four times with anaerobic bicarbonate buffer.
Concentrations of cations released during partial dissolution of nontronite (such as Si, Al, K, etc.) as a result of Fe(III) reduction by dithionite were measured to understand the effects of released cations on particle aggregation. After washing the chemically reduced nontronite four times with anaerobic bicarbonate buffer, those cations that still remained sorbed onto nontronite particle surfaces were released into aqueous solution by decreasing the pH value to the point of zero net charge for nontronite (pH_{PZC} = 2.1). The cation concentrations were measured by direct current plasma (DCP) emission spectroscopy (Katoh et al., 1999). The chemically reduced nontronite (up to 98% of Fe(III) reduction) was then dispersed in bicarbonate buffer (at a final clay concentration of 1 mg/mL) and the time-course aggregation was performed with gentle shaking in a water bath at 60 RPM and 25°C. The change in particle size with time was measured using the SEM method.

**Nontronite particle aggregation as a result of EPS bridging**

To identify the role of EPS bridging in nontronite particle aggregation, separate experiments were performed with purified EPS. The EPS produced by CN32 cells during Fe(III) bioreduction was extracted using the Tallon et al. (2003) method. Two separate aggregation experiments were performed with the 0.73–0.96 µm fraction (the same size fraction as that used for testing the effect of Fe(III) reduction) at two different concentrations of EPS, i.e., 50 mg/L and 800 mg/L. These two concentrations were representative of EPS production during Fe(III) bioreduction and corresponded to ~18% and 36% Fe(III) bioreduction, respectively. Particle aggregation with time was measured using the SEM method.

**Transmission electron microscopy**

To observe cell–particle associations at high resolution, both unreduced (control) and bioreduced samples were imbedded with Nanoplast resin and sliced using a microtome for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations (Kim et al., 2004, 2005). The hydrophilic Nanoplast resin was preferred over classical L.R. White resin because the former does not require a solvent exchange (methanol/water exchange) step, which can cause artifacts, such as dissolution of organic matter. A JEOL 3010 TEM operating at 300 keV with a LaB$_6$ filament was used for all TEM analyses.

**RESULTS**

**Methods of measuring particle aggregation – comparison between PCS and SEM**

For the purpose of measuring nontronite particle size with these two methods, bioreduction experiments of shorter duration were run (for 60 h only). The extent of Fe(III) reduced during the first 60 h varied from 11.8% for the coarsest size fraction (1.42–1.78 µm) to 12.8% for the finest size fraction (0.12–0.22 µm). The particle-size distribution as measured by PCS for the 1.42–1.78 µm size fraction showed an increase in uniformity coefficient (Cu) [where Cu = D$_{90}$/D$_{10}$] with increasing incubation time (Figure 1a). A limited number of large particles aggregated fast, whereas the majority of particles remained at the same size or only slightly aggregated. For this reason and for clarity of data presentation, particle aggregation was expressed as an increase in the D$_{95}$ percentile with time. D$_{95}$ denoted a particular size in the distribution that 95% (by mass) of all measured particles had sizes either equal to, or smaller than, this value. The D$_{95}$ value in all size fractions (Figure 1b) showed an initially high rate of aggregation (for the first 4 h) followed by a steady rate. The aggregation rate was greater for the finer size fractions. For example, during the first 60 h, the D$_{95}$ value increased by a factor of 3.2 and 1.9 for the finest (0.12–0.22 µm) and the coarsest (1.42–1.78 µm) fractions, respectively (Figure 1b). The controls without CN32 cells did not show any measurable particle aggregation (data not shown).

During the same period (60 h), the SEM-measured D$_{95}$ value of nontronite particles increased by a factor of 2.5 and 1.8 for the same two size fractions 0.12–0.22 and 1.42–1.78 µm, respectively (Figure 1b). Although the magnitude of increase in size was similar with the two methods, the SEM-measured particle size was smaller by 11–20%. This discrepancy may be caused by the different sample preparation procedure. Whereas clay suspension was directly used for the PCS measurement, SEM observations required drying of the clay suspension. Nontronite particles were expected to collapse upon drying. Nonetheless, the comparable magnitude of increase in particle size as measured by these two methods suggested that SEM image analysis was adequate to measure particle aggregation. Unlike the PCS method, the SEM image analysis method was not limited to a certain particle-size range and clay concentration. The method also had a high throughput.

**Bacterial Fe(III) reduction**

The extent of Fe(III) bioreduction increased with decreasing particle size (Figure 2a). The observed maximum extent of reduction in the finest and coarsest size fraction (0.12–0.22 µm and 1.42–1.78 µm) was 36.2% and 23.4%, respectively, suggesting a surface area effect. However, the extent of reduction normalized to surface area (Figure 2b) was greatest for the coarsest size fraction. The three finer fractions had similar extents of reduction when they were normalized in the same way. The rate of Fe(III) bioreduction was also size-dependent. The finer size fractions showed a greater rate of reduction and required more time to reach the maximum extent of bioreduction than the coarser ones. The controls did not show any measurable amount of Fe(III) reduction.
Figure 1. (a) Change in the distribution of particle size of the 1.42–1.78 μm fraction over the course of bioreduction (90 h). The size distribution was measured by the PCS method. (b) Change in particle size at 95% percentile (D95) with time for four size fractions used in this study. The dotted lines represent the data obtained by the PCS method and the solid lines are those by the SEM method. The experiments were performed with 25 mM of Na pyrophosphate without shaking. The dotted lines are shown to elucidate the data trend, and are not model fits.

Figure 2. (a) Time-course Fe(III) reduction (expressed in percent) for the four size fractions of nontronite as measured by 0.5 N HCl extraction. Experiments were performed with shaking but no Na pyrophosphate. (b) Surface-area normalized Fe(III) reduction. The BET surface area of the size fractions of 0.12–0.22, 0.41–0.69, 0.73–0.96 and 1.42–1.78 μm was 29, 39, 45 and 52 m²/g, respectively. The_ctr symbols denote data for abiotic controls (no cells added).
Production of EPS during bioreduction and its role in particle aggregation

The carbohydrate and protein fraction, two major components of EPS, was determined to be 24% (by wt.) and 31% (by wt.) of the total amount of EPS, respectively. These two fractions increased steadily with time of bioreduction (Figure 3). Rapid EPS production occurred in the first 266 h and this period corresponded to the high rate of Fe(III) reduction. After 266 h, EPS production largely ceased, which again corresponded to a slow rate of Fe(III) bioreduction (Figure 2).

Electrophoretic mobility

The measured conductivity of the bacteria-nontronite suspension remained constant during the reduction experiment (0.91±0.04 mS), suggesting that few cations were released into aqueous solution as free ions. The electrophoretic mobility (EPM) values of nontronite suspensions changed over the course of Fe(III) bioreduction. At the early stage, the EPM values for the finer size fractions (0.12–0.22 and 0.41–0.69 μm) were more negative than those for the coarser ones (−3.5 × 10⁻⁸ vs. −3 × 10⁻⁹ m²/V·s), but later the relative magnitude reversed (Figure 4). For the coarser two fractions, the measured EPM remained nearly constant at −3.15 × 10⁻⁸ (+0.2 × 10⁻⁹) m²/V·s for the entire duration of Fe(III) bioreduction.

Particle aggregation as a result of bioreduction

Using the SEM method, nontronite particle aggregation kinetics were studied. In comparison with the treatment without shaking (Figure 1a), the aggregation rate appeared to be fast with shaking (Figure 5). Again, nontronite particles in the finer size fractions aggregated faster than those in the coarser size fractions. In 384 h, the D₉⁵ value increased by a factor of 43.7 and 7.7 for the 0.12–0.22 μm and the 1.42–1.78 μm fractions (Figure 6), respectively. Particle aggregation was also observed for the controls, with increase in the D₉⁵ value by a factor of 4.6 and 1.8 for the same two fractions, respectively (Figure 6). The SEM images of aggregated nontronite particles for the 0.12–0.22 μm fraction (384 h of bioreduction) (Figure 7a) showed that individual particles were bound together by polysaccharide. Despite the elongated and platy shape of individual particles in unreduced nontronite, the ultimate shape of aggregates tended to be spherical. The particle aggregation as a result of Fe(III) reduction for the 0.12–0.22 μm fraction was also confirmed by TEM (Figure 7b). Clay mixtures with biopolymers (see arrows) were attached to bacterial cells (CN 32) producing aggregates. The particles attached to cell surfaces were identified as nontronite by the lattice-fringe images of the outlined area (1.1 nm spacing of fringes).

Particle aggregation of chemically reduced nontronite

The results from the bioreduction experiments demonstrated that the extent of particle aggregation was correlated with the extent of Fe(III) bioreduction. For example, the finest size fraction with the greatest extent of bioreduction (Figure 2a) showed the greatest extent of particle aggregation (Figure 6). However, the concentration of EPS was similar for all the size fractions of nontronite.
fractions and showed no correlation with the extent of particle aggregation.

The results from chemically reduced nontronite confirmed that the rate of particle aggregation was indeed positively correlated with the extent of Fe(III) reduction. For example, for the size fraction of 0.73–0.96 μm, nontronite particles with its structural Fe(III) reduced to 17.5% showed a maximum increase in the D95 value by a factor of 6.1 within 132 h (Figure 8a). Nontronite particles with 38.0% reduction showed an increase in the D95 value by a factor 8.8 over the same duration (Figure 8b). When the extent of reduction was increased to 98%, nontronite particle size increased by a factor of 24.5 (data not shown). These data demonstrated the significant role of Fe(III) reduction in particle aggregation. The extent of aggregation for the controls was similar to that in the bioreduction experiments (limited to increase by a factor of 2.3 in 132 h).

Figure 5. Time-course change in the particle-size distribution (as measured by SEM) over an extended period of Fe(II) bioreduction. The size fraction was 1.42–1.78 μm (a), 0.73–0.96μm (b), 0.41–0.69μm (c), 0.12–0.22 μm (d). The experiments were performed without Na pyrophosphate but with shaking. The ctr symbols denote abiotic control (384 h only).

Figure 6. Time-course change in nontronite particle size at 95th percentile (D95) (as measured by SEM) to illustrate more clearly the rate of nontronite particle aggregation during Fe(II) bioreduction. The data were taken from Fig. 5. The ctr symbols denote abiotic control.
In the chemically reduced nontronite, decreasing pH to the point of zero net proton charge ($P_{ZNPc}$) for NAu-2 (pH = 2.1) resulted in desorption of cations. There was a steady release of Si and Fe with an increased extent of Fe(III) reduction (Figure 9). The measured concentration of other cations (Ca, Mg, Al) remained nearly constant. An SEM image of aggregated particles in chemically reduced nontronite shows an array of clay plates and needles arranged in face-to-face and edge-to-face orientation (Figure 10).

**Particle aggregation due to EPS bridging**

When EPS extracted from CN32 cells was added to unreduced nontronite (0.73–0.96 µm size fraction), the rate of particle aggregation was increased relative to that in its absence, illustrating the effect of polymer bridging on particle aggregation. Within the first 132 h the $D_{105}$ value increased by a factor of 4.1 and 6.5 for 50 mg/L and 800 mg/L EPS concentration, respectively (Figure 11).

A comparison was made for nontronite particle aggregation as a result of both Fe(III) reduction and polymer bridging, Fe(III) reduction only, and polymer bridging only. For the size fraction 0.73–0.96 µm, by the end of 132 h, the extent of Fe(III) bioreduction reached ~20% (Figure 2a) and the total EPS production was 50 mg/L. During this time frame, nontronite particle size increased by a factor of 7.3 as a result of both Fe(III) reduction and EPS bridging (Figure 6), compared with 6.1 from Fe(III) reduction only (Figure 8a) and 4.1 from polymer bridging only (Figure 11a). Such a comparison (Figure 12) revealed that both Fe(III) reduction and polymer bridging played an important role in clay particle aggregation.

The aggregates in the presence of EPS showed that individual clay particles were assembled together by EPS (Figure 13). Individual clay plates were attached in face-to-face orientations. The relative orientation of clay plates within an aggregate was random. This mode of aggregation was different from that in chemically reduced clay particles.
DISCUSSION

Particle-size dependency of the extent of Fe(III) bioreduction

The greater rate and extent of Fe(III) reduction for the finer size fractions than for the coarser ones was probably due to the larger effective surface area of the small particle sizes. However, the surface area normalized extent of Fe(III) reduction was actually lower for the finer three size fractions than for the coarsest one (Figure 2b). One possible explanation may be related to the availability of Fe(III) surface sites. Because particle aggregation occurred much faster in the three fine fractions than in the coarsest one (Figures 5, 6), the measured surface area may not be entirely available for bioreduction, despite the fact that CN32 cells are capable of producing soluble electron shuttling compounds (Lovely et al., 2004).

Particle aggregation as a result of bioreduction

Our collective results have revealed three important factors in controlling clay particle aggregation: (1) Fe(III) reduction; (2) change in bulk surface charge of nontronite; and (3) EPS production. The role of each of these factors will be discussed below.

Role of Fe(III) reduction in particle aggregation. There were three possible explanations for particle aggregation as a result of Fe(III) reduction: (1) increased van der Waals attraction; (2) cation bridging effect; and (3) charge heterogeneity. Firstly, despite the increase in bulk negative charge of individual nontronite particles and thus stronger electrostatic repulsion as a result of Fe(III) reduction, the attractive van der Waals force may still increase to result in particle aggregation. Secondly, some positively charged cations may be released to aqueous solution from reductive dissolution of nontronite (Dong et al., 2003) (Figure 9) and subsequently...
sorbed onto nontronite surfaces. An increase in electron density and proton attraction at the surface oxygen (Cervini-Silva et al., 2000) induced by Fe(III) reduction may have enhanced sorption of cations. Sorbed cations could have bridged negatively charged nontronite particles and promoted particle aggregation. The cation bridging effect has been observed in the past and is expected to play an important role in promoting particle aggregation in natural processes (Boily and Fein, 1998). This effect may be similar to that of increased ionic strength in solution. For example, a high rate of aggregation of nano-clay particles was observed at a high ionic strength (Kotylar et al., 1996). Flocculation of kaolinite was also enhanced by addition of Fe in aqueous solution (Arias et al., 1995; Follett, 1965). Thirdly, as a result of Fe(III) reduction, nontronite particles may have developed localized charges, i.e. charge heterogeneity (Malla et al., 1993), which would result in additional attraction. Charge heterogeneity may have been responsible for edge-to-face and cation bridging for face-to-face associations (Figure 10).

Role of bulk surface charge of nontronite in particle aggregation. As clay aggregates grew with time, the bulk surface charge of aggregates may play a more dominant role than the layer charge of individual nontronite particles (Theng, 1979). In a system where there is a mixture of coarse aggregates and fine individual particles, the overall surface charge may be dominated by the large aggregates. When a fine particle approaches a large aggregate (formed from previous aggregation), the negative charge of the small particle may be reversed or decreased due to the induction effect from the larger aggregates (Overbeek, 1988). So the overall surface charge of an aggregate, as measured by electrophoretic mobility, may be less negative than the sum of all constituent particles. This charge reversal effect would promote coarsening of a limited number of previously formed aggregates, as observed in our experimental data (Figures 1, 5 and 6). The formation of large aggregates would in turn trigger more charge reversals of small particles, which would result in further aggregation. This positive feedback mechanism was actually observed in our experimental data, where the significant extent of particle aggregation (0.12–0.22 μm fraction) corresponded to high charge reversal (the EPM values becoming less negative with time in Figure 4).

Role of polysaccharide in particle aggregation. Shewanella putrefaciens CN32 cells can produce polysaccharide that is composed of core oligosaccharide and lipid A backbone without capsular surface polysaccharide (Korenovsky et al., 2002; Nazarenko et al., 2004). The highly ionizable surface groups on the oligosaccharide backbone (such as phosphate and carboxylate groups) (Korenovsky et al., 2002) may provide sites for clay particle attachment, if they are exposed. Such an attachment may explain the associations between nontronite particles and polysaccharide/bacteria (Figures 7, 13). This attachment process may be similar to that used by E. coli cells to attach to particle surfaces through chemical interaction of its EPS (Walker et al., 2004). Since CN32 cells also release free and surface-attached EPS and other electron shuttling compounds into the solution (Lovley et al., 2004) to enhance Fe(III) reduction, particle bridging by these compounds may also be a viable mechanism for clay particle aggregation.

When the polysaccharide excreted by CN32 cells was isolated and added to unreduced nontronite, the rate of particle aggregation was enhanced (Figure 11a,b) relative to the control without EPS addition. This result strongly suggests that CN32 polysaccharide played an important role in clay particle aggregation. However, the mechanism of particle attachment by isolated polysaccharide may be different from that of living cells, and thus its role in clay aggregation was expected to be

Figure 12. Time-course change in particle size (a D50) showing a comparison among three systems: both Fe(III) reduction and exopolysaccharide, Fe(III) reduction only, and exopolysaccharide only. The particle size at the start of the experiment was 0.73–0.96 μm in each case.

Figure 13. SEM image showing aggregation of native nontronites as a result of addition of pure exopolysaccharide extracted from CN32 cells. In contrast to the texture of aggregation as a result of Fe(III) reduction (Figure 10), this exopolysaccharide-promoted aggregation shows a random orientation of nontronite particles with respect to one another.
different. For example, whereas the cell-associated polysaccharide appeared to be interacting with individual nontronite particles (Figure 7a), the isolated polysaccharide appeared to be wrapping around multiple clay particles to form a large aggregate (Figure 13).

Our method of separating the effect of Fe(III) bioreduction and EPS production represented one step forward. Although it was our initial intention to quantify the relative role of Fe(III) bioreduction and polysaccharide production in clay particle aggregation, it was premature to do so at present for the reasons described above. Nonetheless, our data definitely demonstrated that both Fe(III) reduction and polysaccharide played a significant role in clay aggregation.

Implications for clay particle aggregation in natural environments

Our experiments were performed under anoxic conditions, where CN32 cells reduced Fe(III) in nontronite and produced polysaccharide, both of which contributed to nontronite particle aggregation. However, in natural environments, Fe(III) bioreduction and polysaccharide production may not take place at the same time. When conditions become oxic, Fe(III) reduction activity ceases, but polysaccharide may still be produced. In such cases, polysaccharide may play a dominant role. Therefore, it is important to consider environmental conditions when the relative importance of these two factors, i.e. Fe(III) reduction and polysaccharide production, is evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we examined the effects of Fe(III) reduction and polysaccharide production on clay particle aggregation. When these two effects were considered together and separately, it was clear that nontronite particle aggregation was controlled by both the redox state of Fe in the nontronite structure and production of polysaccharide by bacterial cells during Fe(III) reduction. Our quantitative data showed that Fe(III) reduction probably played a more important role. However, the relative importance of these two effects may be dependent on the nature of a particular system (such as redox conditions and rate and extent of polysaccharide supply).
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